0. **Introduction**

a. The present paper is a preliminary study for a monograph on the Amharic case-system. Since my purpose is to present only the theoretical basis for the longer study, I am using here as few examples as possible, even though each statement is supported by a sufficient number of examples, both orally collected and compiled from written documents.¹

Amharic is eminently appropriate for a study of case-systems. Its entire complement-system can be defined in interpretive semantic terms. This language has no significant instances of arbitrary, lexically specified verbal government.² If the semantic features of a verb are clearly established, it can be predicted what case the complements attached to it will take. In many languages, arbitrary verbal government is established through semantic changes in the lexical verb which, in spite of the changes, maintains its original case government. Amharic has no such instances.

Amharic is of particular interest here since, as a Semitic language, its ancestor must have had a different case-system, reconstructible by comparing various Semitic languages. It is obvious that the modification of the original case-system was triggered by the impact of the Cushitic substratum, but the most interesting feature of the Amharic case-system, the asymmetrical correspondences (see below), are not found in Cushitic (as far as we know). Amharic tried to make use of its

¹The present study is primarily based on literary Amharic. In some cases, however, I had recourse to the assistance of two native informants, Mr. Wond Wossen Mesfin and Mr. Aynalem Bekele, who represent the Addis Ababa colloquial of the young generation. This dialect noticeably differs from the literary language, especially in the domain of case uses. Some of the discrepancies will be pointed out in footnotes.

²This is a counter-example to Jespersen's [1924:129] claim (about Indo-European) that "however far back we go, we nowhere find a case with only one well-defined function: in every language every case served different purposes, and the boundaries between these two are far from being clear-cut."

Semitic morphological devices to express Cushitic case-categories, and the result is an absolutely original system, with much coherence and consistency, independent of both its sources, Semitic and Cushitic.

If the Amharic case-system is ultimately a spontaneous development, one may wonder what factor inspired the selection of its categories. In the following I assume that these developments were not fortuitous, but reflect very deep categories of language. It is premature to speculate about how many universal and language-specific elements the Amharic case-system contains, but it is quite likely that a great deal of it is universal.

b. In my "Pronominalization in Amharic" [Hetzron 1966], I gave a taxonomical description of the Amharic case-system on the basis of correspondences between adnominal and adpronominal case exponents. In this language, there are six basic prepositions which can be attached to complement nouns, and three sets of complement suffix pronouns only. Without taking semantics into consideration, it is impossible to predict from the adnominal case marker what case the pronominal complement is going to be in, and vice-versa. Let me illustrate this point.

Here are three uses of the preposition $kS$- which might be fairly well rendered by the English preposition 'from':

(1a) säwiyyäw $kS$-bet (wes†) wä††a
    man-the from=house (inside) went-out
    'The man came/went out of the/a house'
(1b) førew $kS$-bar†ukan wes† wä††a
    pip-the from=orange inside came-out
    'The pip came out of the orange'
(1c) lebaw $kS$-säwiyyäw gänzäb särräqü
    thief-the from=man-the money stole
    'The thief stole money from the man'

Let us now use pronouns instead of nouns for the complements preceded here by $kS$- . These pronouns will be suffixed to the verbal stem. The construction used below is the relative where the pronominal suffix of the verb refers to the subsequent head-noun, and its 'case' reflects function within the relative clause, represented in (1) by $kS$- .
In other words, instead of 'from it' (for 'from which'), we respectively have 'in-it', 'to-it' and the plain object suffix 'it', three different suffixes corresponding to the same preposition kä-. The choice of the pronominal case can be predicted on the basis of the meaning. If one speaks of origin, departure point, the pronoun has 'in' (a). If one describes extraction, drawing out a component from a whole, the pronominal complement is 'to' (b). If one mentions the source of acquisition, it will appear as an object pronoun (c). With nouns, as we have seen in (1), all the three relations are represented by the preposition kä- 'from'. Thus, the pronominal case cannot be predicted on the basis of the shape of the nominal case; one has to have recourse to semantics.

Let us now try it the other way around and see whether nominal cases can be predicted on the basis of the pronominal one. The answer is even more emphatically negative. In the form:

\[(3)\] yë-më́tta-bbê N
that=he-went=in-it N

-bb- 'in' may be the pronominal counterpart of any of the following adnominal cases (i.e. N can be any of the nouns which in (4) are preceded by prepositions:

\[(4a)\] bë-näkina më́tta (bë- instrumental)
with=car he-came
'He came by car'

\[(4b)\] bë-mëda wë́st më́tta (bë- locative)
in=field inside he-came
'He was coming in the field'
Furthermore, māṭṭa-bbāt may also be used in the sense of 'he came to his (own or someone else's) detriment', a pronominal use which has no nominal counterpart.

This leads to the conclusion that surface complement relations must be defined in terms of two exponents, the adnominal and the adpronominal case markers.

1. Symmetrical and asymmetrical correspondences

The adnominal complement markers are (with approximate definitions, to be developed later): -n (object, accusative), lā- (dative), bā- (locative/instrumental), kā- (ablative), wādā (directional), sālā (purposive 'for', topical 'about, on the subject of'). The three spatial prepositions bā- (static), kā- (away), and wādā (toward) are often supplemented by postpositions like wāsīt 'inside', lay 'top', tač 'underneath', əṭāgāb 'near', etc. for more specific expression. 3

There are some other compounds, kā-...gar(a) 'with' (comitative), bā-...mākṣayāt 'because of', etc., but they do not concern us here. The only 'Preposition-...Postposition' combination relevant to our topic is bā-...lay which, in addition to its local meaning 'on (the top of)', can also be used as a topical (\textasciitilde sālā\textasciitilde) and as a benedictive (see

---

3In Addis Ababa colloquial, the static and directional locative prefixes ( bā- and wādā ) are most often replaced by the preposition ə- = ə. As in all its uses ə- alternates with one of the prepositions above, and in no case is it the only preposition to use, I omit ə- from this discussion. The Addis Ababa colloquial further uses the postposition ga in the same sense as əṭāgāb.
below. We are also excluding prepositions with very clear and concrete meaning like እና እ ቦ 'like, as' which have no suffix-pronominal counterpart.

The suffix pronouns belong to three sets: O (object), B (etymologically related to ከወ- ), and L (etymologically related to እወ- ). The following graph (Table 1) sums up the possible combinations of adnominal and adpronominal case markers on the basis of Hetzron [1966] (which cites many more examples), with some further data. Ø in either column indicates that the complement in question can appear only under the other category, i.e. Ø in the first column marks a complement which can only be pronominal, and in the second a complement which appears only as a noun, never as a suffix pronoun. 4

Various combinations of 7 adnominal cases + zero and 3 adpronominal cases + zero (8 vs. 4) make up 20 surface complement types actually used in Amharic. The -n/O, እሱ/ሱ and ከቈ-ወ correspondences have been called, with some historical bias, symmetrical, and the rest asymmetrical. Descriptively speaking, the combinations -n/B, እሱ/ወ and ከቈ-...lay/L have a special status. Whereas in the other cases there might be (1) a nominal complement only (except when Ø), (2) a pronominal complement only (except when Ø), or (3) a nominal complement with a resumptive pronominal complement (e.g. ከሱ=the-man I-answered=to-him [see Getatchew [1970] for the function of this construction]), these three can only appear in the last two configurations, either as a pronominal complement (in which case -n/B cannot be distinguished from ከቈ-ወ), e.g.:

(5) ይስሱ ይስ በም ግን የሱስ-

this work much time took=in-him

'This work took him a long time'

or both a nominal complement and a resumptive pronoun:

4Independent pronouns behave like nouns. They can have adnominal case-markers. In the following, I shall use the term pronoun with reference to pronoun suffixes only. This is well justified, because the resumptive [Getatchew 1970] and relative [Hetzron 1966:83-4] functions of pronouns can be fulfilled by suffixes only, e.g. ከሱ-ሱ ከሱ-ሱ ከሱ I answered to-him, 'I replied to this man', resumptive; ከሱ-ሱ ከሱ-ሱ that-I answered to-him man, 'the man to whom I answered', relative. In these cases, ከሱ-(e)ssu to-the with the independent pronoun can never be used.
Table 1
(6)  yah sēra lā-zzih sāw bezu gize wāssādā-bbāt
    this work to=this man much time took=in-him
    'This work took this man a long time'

but never with a nominal complement only:

(7)  *yah sēra lā-zzih sāw bezu gize wāssādā
    'This work took this man a long time'

Here is a breakdown of the meanings of the various combinations in Table 1., arranged according to the first (nominal) column. This is only a provisional presentation of the surface-situation with approximative semantic interpretation, meant to serve as raw material for the subsequent analysis.

a. Ø/0. In Amharic possession is expressed by means of the verb allā 'there is', with a peculiar type of construction:

(8a)  (yah sāw) māśhaf allā-w
    (this man) book there-is=him
    '(This man)/He has a book'

(8b)  (yah sāw) māśhafočč allu-t
    (this man) books there-are=him
    '(This man)/He has books'

(8c)  (annāzzih sāwočč) māśhaf allu-ččaw
    (these men) book there-is=them
    '(These people)/They have a book'

(8d)  (annāzzih sāwočč) māśhafočč allu-aččaw
    (these men) books there-are=them
    '(These people)/They have books'

The agreement with the verb shows that the surface subject of the sentence is the element possessed. The possessors are absolutely unmarked, they are in fact in extraposition,\(^5\) i.e. not integrated syntactically into the

\(^5\)Also called 'introductory nominative'. The term already used for this phenomenon in generative grammar is 'dislocation'.
sentence [Dawkins 1960:54]. At the end of the verb, there is an O type pronoun suffix in agreement with the extraposed noun. The sentence is correct without an explicit extraposed noun, but not without the pronoun.

b. $\emptyset/B$. The Amharic expression for necessitative 'must' is similar. The person or object under obligation may only appear in extraposition, outside the S proper, and the same verb alla is followed by a B pronoun suffix in agreement with the extraposed noun, with a verbal noun as the subject:

(9a) (yah saw) mähed alla-bbät
  (this man) going there-is=in-him
  ' (This man)/He has to go'

(9b) (anäzzih sawočč) mähed alla-bbaččaw
  (these men) going there-is=in-them
  ' (These men)/They have to go'

$\emptyset/B$ can also be used to indicate that the action or event mentioned is detrimental to someone, e.g.:

(10) aeg béar sábbrä-bbän
  one boy pen broke=in-me
  'A boy broke a pen to my detriment'

If the person to whose detriment the action takes place is not clear from the context, the only way to mention him is by using extraposition:

(11) yah saw, and aeg béar sábbrä-bbät
  'This man, a boy broke a pen to his detriment'

In practice, however, the person the damage is done to is often the owner of the object broken, as in:

(12) and aeg yäzzih-an saw béar sábbrä-bbät
  'A boy broke this man's pen to his [the man's] detriment'

c. $-n/O$. This is the usual case-marking for an object. The object suffix is $-n$ after definite or generic nouns [Afevork 1965:291], and zero after indefinite nouns. I am using $-n$ as a symbol for the object case in general. $-n/O$ is one of the three symmetrical correspondences.
d. -n/B. This asymmetrical correspondence freely alternates with the symmetrical bā- (...lay)/B in many verbs with a clearly stylistic-euphonic function. -n/B is preferred to bā-/B whenever the alternation is possible. There are two conditions for the alternation: the presence of a resumptive pronoun B (the abundance of [b]'s in bā- and later in -bb- is thus avoided by replacing the first one with -n), and that the complement must be an organic, not only incidental, part of the content of the verb. Thus, in:

(13) sāwočcu bā-agziabher yamnallu
    the-men in=God believe
    'The people believe in God'

bā- may not be replaced by -n. The sentence

(14) sāwočcu bā-agziabher yamnubbbat-all
    ...they-believe=in-him=Aux
    'The people believe in God'

however, freely alternates with:

(15) sāwočcu agziabher-an yamnubbbat-all
    'The people believe in God'

as there is a resumptive pronoun. As far as the 'organicity' of the complement is concerned, in:

(16) bā-mākinaw mātfačča-bbat
    in=the-car she-came=in-it
    'She came with the car'

the instrumental bā- cannot be replaced by -n because the presence of an instrument does not necessarily follow from the content of the verb 'come'. On the other hand, beside:

(17) bā-mākinaw tāqqamku-bbat
    in=the-car I-used=in-it
    'I used the car'

it is possible to say:
since the verb 'use' implies an instrumental (in the instrumental/loca­
tive case). 6

e. 1ā-/0. Dative, i.e. transfer of an entity to someone, is usually
expressed by 1ā-/0, for instance with verbs like 'give', 'lend', etc.
The only notable exception I know of is the verb šā+fā 'sell' which re­
quires, for the buyer, 1ā-/L. The explanation for this apparent discre­
pancy might be that selling implies primarily transfer of rights and
not necessarily handing an object over to another person.

In intransitive verbs such as 'to be enough' (bāqqā), 'to be
necessary' (asfālāgā), 'to seem' (māssālā), etc. the entity for
which 'it is enough', etc. will have also 1ā-/0 [Armbruster 1908:461c].
The term 'experiencer' is proper for this subcategory. A special case
of experiencer is the 'agent' of the passive forms of verbs of cognition,
perception, 'to be known to' (and not 'by' even in English), 'to be
seen/visible to', etc. The corresponding causatives also have 1ā-/0
for the one who is subjected to the experience such as 'to show to', 'to
let someone know' [Polotsky 1960:120].

f. 1ā-/L. This combination is used in the sense of 'to the benefit of'
(benefactive), or 'to the intention of' (destinative). When something
to be handed over is sent, 1ā-/L mark the addressee. The beneficiary of
a permission (fāqqādā 'allow') or the person replied to (māllāsā
'answer) are also in the 1ā-/L case. This combination is further used
when an action is performed on a component of the entity represented by
the complement, as in:

6For other examples of euphonic -n, see Polotsky [1966:243, fn. 3].
There, johannes-ën ...yāmmišëfa-bbačāw means 'who writes ... about King
John', the -n indicates that B is not used in the detrimental sense
'against'. For the concept of organic vs. inorganic complement, see
Zsilka [1967:108sq.] and here [fns. 26 and 29].
Furthermore, las/O may be used in the purposive sense 'for' in free alternation with selä/L.

g. las/B. This combination is used for an addressee who gets a message (and not an object sent) or something that he does not have to handle [Hetzron 1966:93]. Another case involves the 'effectual', i.e., an entity that suffers the effects and consequences of the action or event. Finally, las/B is used for the purposive 'for' in free alternation with selä/B. For the distinction between selä/L and selä/B see t. below.

h. bäs/O. This is reserved to the agent of the passive, e.g.:

(20) yāh bēṣar bäs-sāwiyyāw tāsābbārā
    this pen in-the-man was-broken
    'This pen was broken by the man'

It is remarkable that the agent of the passive cannot be pronominal. There is no 'by him', nor, in relative constructions, 'by whom'. As the corresponding active forms can express practically the same thing, such a block on the agent creates no problem.

i. bäs/O. This is the case of what I called [Hetzron 1963] the 'mediator' in a factitive\(^7\) construction. The pattern is 'X causes Y to perform an action'. If Y is actively involved in the action, it will appear in the accusative. If, on the other hand, Y is a mere instrument in the hands of X, it will take the preposition bäs-. The latter cannot, however, be assimilated to the instrumental (bäs/B) because its pronominal reflection, like that of the other type of mediator is 0.

\(^7\)Fillmore [1968:25] misuses the term 'factitive' for 'factive'. In the accepted terminology, 'factive' is the case of 'being/becoming such', whereas 'factitive' is a type of causative.
j. \( \text{b\text{-}/B} \). The symmetrical correspondence \( \text{b\text{-}/B} \) is used in the very general sense of locative (also when \( \text{b\text{-}} \) is supplemented by locative postpositions), and in the instrumental (where \( \text{b\text{-}} \) may be supplemented by the postpositions \( ...\text{\text{-}\text{\text{-}}} \text{hand}', \text{...ammakkayann\text{-} 'intermediary'}. \)) Temporal complements are also in \( \text{b\text{-}/B} \). Verbs like 'believe in', 'envy', etc. have \( \text{b\text{-}/B} \) for the entity trusted or envied. Cf. d. above.

k. \( \text{b\text{-}} \ldots \text{lay/L} \). This is the benedictive sense, for the entity on which something is imposed by a higher authority in a beneficial manner [Hetzron 1966:92 (d) for examples]. In this case, the nominal complement cannot stand alone. It must be followed by a resumptive pronoun \( \text{L} \).

l. \( \text{b\text{-}} \ldots \text{lay/B} \). This use is equivalent to the topical \( \text{sel/B} \), it refers to the topic of conversation, discussion, subject of agreement etc. It can be replaced by \( \text{-n/B} \), see d. above.

m. \( \text{k\text{-}/O} \). Used as agent of passive when it can be interpreted as the origin of the entity designated by the subject, either because it 'emanated' from him being his creation (as in \( \text{k\text{-}N} \text{\t\text{-}d\text{-}\text{\text{-}}} \text{by=N was-writ-ten}', speaking of a book), or sent out by him (\( \text{k\text{-}N} \text{\t\text{-}lak\text{-}by=N was- sent'} \)). As in h. above, this agent cannot appear as a pronoun.

n. \( \text{k\text{-}/O} \). Source of acquisition is designated by this combination. Another use is in comparative constructions, the entity against which something is measured has \( \text{k\text{-}/O} \) 'more/less than'. Both uses of \( \text{k\text{-}/O} \) alternate with \( \text{-n/O} \) when there is a resumptive pronoun. It is thus possible to say:

(21) \text{k\text{-}se\text{-}\text{-}w\text{-}\text{-}\text{-}h\text{-}w} and \text{m\text{-}shaf g\text{-}zzah}^w
from=the-woman one book I-bought
'I bought a book from the woman'

or with resumptive pronoun:

(22) \ldots g\text{-}zzah^w-\text{-}a^\dagger
bought=her

but only
(23) setəyyəwa-n and məšəf gəzzahʷ-ət
the-woman=Acc. one book I-bought=her
'I bought a book from the woman'

and never

(24) ...gəzzahʷ

when the source of acquisition (here 'the woman') has the object ending -n.

o. kə-/L. This marks the entity from which a component has been or is extracted, e.g.:

(25) qabatu yəšəgəffəfəl-11ə-t wə+ət
the-butter that-was-removed=to-it milk
'the milk from which the cream was extracted' (=skim-milk)

and (1b)-(2b') above.

p. kə-/B. This is the ablative case, the place from which someone or something is moving away, origin, etc. It may sometimes indicate the place approached, but also implying that the approach is completed. Sometimes it is used as a plain locative. These uses of kə- will be dealt with in 3.j. below.

q. wədə/L. This marks the person approached.

r. wədə/B. This indicates the place approached. The use of wədə does not necessarily imply completion of the approach, it may also be 'towards'. The translative 'to transform into' is also rendered by this combination. wədə, with no clear pronominal counterpart, is also used in the sense of 'approximately'. This is nevertheless no instance of wədə/Ø. In fact, in Amharic there is no clearcut way to distinguish between 'the time at which' and 'the time about which'.

s. sələ/L. This is the purposive 'for', also in the sense of 'instead of'. It can be analyzed only in comparison with sələ/B, see t., below.

t. sələ/B (purposive). When a preexisting situation occasions an action or event, the causal bə-...meknəya+ is used. When the action is performed for a not yet existing, future cause, one uses the purposive lə-
or sælä [Dawkins 1960:114, fn. 5]. The pronominal counterpart is ḍ when the action is profitable to the person or cause ('for the sake of', 'for'):

(26) (sæ)ład-

waendummu motá-11āt

'he died for his brother'

or:

(27) sælä agāru motá-11āt

'he died for his country'

(28) (sæ)ład-abbatu māṭṭa-11āt

'he came for his father' (to help him or to replace him)

These are three instances of resumptive pronoun. When there is no idea of profit involved, ḍ is the adpronominal purposive:

(29) (sæ)ład-guddayu māṭṭa-bbāt

for=the-business he-came=in-it

'He came for the business'

u. sælä(B (topical). In free variation with bā-...lay (l. above), sælä can be used as a topical.

v. Discussion. There exists a certain amount of optionality in the Amharic verbal government system when the complement relation may be interpreted in different manners. For instance, with the verb š реша 'to flee', either the accusative case or kā- are possible (with ḍ as pronominal reflection). This means that the idea of 'away from' inherent to the verb may be used by the case-marking rule alternatively to the object case (which has an application analogical to the object case of 'to leave'). Sending a letter may have wāda or ḍ- (but always ḍ) because either the idea of approach or that of destination may be picked up by the case rule. With darrēsä 'arrive', the place of arrival may be marked by kā- for completed approach, or by wāda for approach in general, since completion is implied by the verb anyhow.8

---

8In the Addis Ababa colloquial, only ḍ- (fn. 3) is used with darrēsä.
Let us consider the following quasi-paraphrase relation. The verb "gäl"/gäṣṣ 'to reveal, explain' governs ılma-/l for the interlocutor, whereas näggärä 'to say' has ılma-/l. Now, in:

(30) ḥ-ezzih səwayye andəzzih belo gäl/îṣṣég-ilmä/näggärä-w
to=this man thus saying he-explained=to-him/he-told=him
'He explained to/told this man as follows'

either verb can be used with little difference in meaning. However, gäl/gäṣṣ clearly implies 'revealing something for the other person's benefit' or 'put knowledge at someone else's disposal', whereas näggärä is a neutral verb of communication, implying mere transmission of message. Hence the difference in agreement.

Similarly, we can compare:

(31) and leba gänzäb særäqä-w
one thief money stole=him
'A thief stole money from him'

and its apparent paraphrase:

(32) and leba gänzäb wäsädä-bbät
one thief money took-away=in-him
'A thief took money from him'

The second sentence most probably refers to a theft, but not necessarily so. The thief might have taken the money quite 'unprofessionally', as a legitimate act by a man who also happens to be a thief.

Amharic has instances of lexical verbs which have different interpretations according to the complement they govern. Such a case is täsmäma which is an intransitive-reciprocal derivative of the verb sämma 'to hear, understand' which is also used, with the 'experiencer' in ılma-/l, meaning 'to feel'. With bä-...lay/B or saļä/B it means 'to agree upon'; with ılma-/l it is 'to fit, be convenient for'. When it means 'agree', the persons agreeing are either plural subjects or subject and comitative, and they 'understand' each other concerning a topic. In the case of 'fit', the 'understanding' is unilateral; the (usually nonhuman) subject is compatible with the (usually human)
experiencer, but the experiencer has no effect on the subject, hence \( 13^\circ \).

2. The origin of the asymmetrical correspondences.

One may wonder how such a complex system has come about. If a unit is composed of two classes of variables, the first class containing 8 members and the second 4 (including 0), we can end up with 32 compound units. The economy is obvious. The system described in Table 1 makes use of 20 of these 32 possibilities. Nevertheless, it would be absolutely wrong to think that the system was created through a random grouping of the elements together in every possible combination, so as to obtain maximum use out of the atomic components. Let us first take a look at the diachrony, that is, how this state of affairs may have been created in the history of Ethiopic.

The first step must have been the blocking of free pronominalization, by enclitizing the three sets of pronouns \( 0, B \) and \( L \) in a strict morphological arrangement. This created a discrepancy between adnominal (quantitatively free) and adpronominal (threefold only) case-marking. However, such a blocking is conceivable in a situation where the idea of asymmetrical correspondences can rely on some precedent.

There are two natural sources for the creation of asymmetrical correspondences, one involving a language universal, the other a general fact in Semitic.

In several unrelated languages one finds that part of the dative complements may, in certain conditions, assume the same shape of a 'direct' object. For instance, in English:

(33) I gave a book to the boy

can be paraphrased by:

(34) I gave the boy a book

where the dative complement, brought directly next to the verb, has no explicit case marker on the surface. It is quite impressive that Indonesian has the same phenomenon: the above two sentences can be translated into it as:
respectively. In the latter, the dative preposition ḳępada is no more necessary as anak iftu 'boy that' has been brought next to the verb. I have the impression that the admissibility of 0 suffixes in Amharic for pronominal counterparts of Ḗq-complements (dative-experiencer) also obeys the same general tendency.\(^9\) It can be proved that this 0 suffix is formally different from the 0 suffix denoting regular accusative objects. In Amharic, a verb can admit one pronominal suffix only. If there should be two, one of them is omitted [Hetzron 1966:95–6]. There is no clearcut hierarchy of pronouns determining which suffix can be deleted in favor of another. Two things can be established with certainty: first and second person suffixes have priority over third person ones, and an 0 suffix corresponding to -n occupies the lowest position and yields to all the other suffixes [Polotsky 1960:120]. An 0 corresponding to Ḗq- may drive out an accusative 0 (but never vice-versa), since it has the same footing as B and L in the omission rules.

The other source of asymmetrical correspondences is the adoption of the preposition Ḳ分管 'from' into South-Ethiopic. Most probably it is a borrowing from Cushitic. Somali has ka 'from' and Bedauye a comparative ka 'more than' (which is elsewhere expressed by the same marker

\(^9\)Geez has, beside the accusative in -埃及, an 'analytic' way to express object relation: ᵒ업체 five ṽʊe'ase 'he saw the man' with the accusative ending (-l + - Gesture = -e), vs. ᵒ업체 ṽʊe'es! literally 'he-saw-him to-man', with obligatory presence of an object pronoun and a dative prefix before the noun [see Schneider 1959]. In Geez, both constructions render the same case relation. In Amharic, Ḗq-/0 is used in a sense different from both -n/0 and Ḗq-/L, and there is no obligatory resumption as in Geez.
experiencer, but the experiencer has no effect on the subject, hence 1ς-0.

2. The origin of the asymmetrical correspondences.

One may wonder how such a complex system has come about. If a unit is composed of two classes of variables, the first class containing 8 members and the second 4 (including $\emptyset$), we can end up with 32 compound units. The economy is obvious. The system described in Table 1 makes use of 20 of these 32 possibilities. Nevertheless, it would be absolutely wrong to think that the system was created through a random grouping of the elements together in every possible combination, so as to obtain maximum use out of the atomic components. Let us first take a look at the diachrony, that is, how this state of affairs may have been created in the history of Ethiopic.

The first step must have been the blocking of free pronominalization, by encliticizing the three sets of pronouns 0, B and L in a strict morphological arrangement. This created a discrepancy between adnominal (quantitatively free) and adpronominal (threefold only) case-marking. However, such a blocking is conceivable in a situation where the idea of asymmetrical correspondences can rely on some precedent.

There are two natural sources for the creation of asymmetrical correspondences, one involving a language universal, the other a general fact in Semitic.

In several unrelated languages one finds that part of the dative complements may, in certain conditions, assume the same shape of a 'direct' object. For instance, in English:

(33) I gave a book to the boy

can be paraphrased by:

(34) I gave the boy a book

where the dative complement, brought directly next to the verb, has no explicit case marker on the surface. It is quite impressive that Indonesian has the same phenomenon: the above two sentences can be translated into it as:
with the same category of complement actually represents two independent features the addition of which makes up the complement relation.

Let us review the morphemes involved and see whether they each can be attributed a meaning independently of what their counterpart may be in a [-a pronoun] context.

a. **Subject: participator.**

In Amharic, the category of subject may also be defined in semantic terms. We can call it a **participator** in that it takes part in the action or activity, either by triggering it, or by performing it, or else by actively reacting to it. The last sense is necessary for verbs like 'fall' (wāddēqē) where the falling may have been caused, triggered by a factor distant from the subject, but the person who falls assumes a falling position, his muscles performing instinctive movements attempting to regain balance. Likewise, a falling object is changing posture (e.g. is turning) during its descent. We shall see that the object does not 'participate' in the activity in the same sense as the subject; it is rather subjected to it, transformed by it, etc. Thus, the subject must assume a somewhat superior position, preserve some degree of independence of its own with relation to the action of the verb.

Amharic has no instances of 'nominative of patient' where the subject does not participate in the action at all. The verb ṭeqēbbē which is sometimes translated by 'receive' is in fact 'accept', i.e. reacting positively to the act of giving. 'He received a prize, but did not accept it' can be idiomatically rendered in Amharic by

\[(37) \ yāṭasāli-w-n \ šełłomāt \ alṭeqēbbē-w-m\]

'he did not accept the prize that was given to him'

or by

\[\text{Against Fillmore [1968:17], but also against the concept of 'subject-of' [Chomsky 1965:68sq.] as a mere grammatical function. These approaches may have some justification for English and other languages, but should not be part of general grammar.}\]
as the ablative). Even though an ablative preposition \( \text{man} \) is well attested in many Semitic languages, the use of the locative-instrumental also as an ablative is a well-known phenomenon in Semitic (Akkadian \( \text{ina} \), Ugaritic \( \text{b} \)-, and, in the Ethiopian domain, Harari -be). It is possible that the original ablative preposition was in Proto-Amharic \( \text{ba} \)-, whose pronominal counterpart was naturally \( \text{b} \)-, and when \( \text{k}\alpha \)- was borrowed from Cushitic, it replaced the adnominal ablative use of \( \text{ba} \)-, but not the adpronoun one.

The \( \theta \) pronominalization of \( \text{l}\)-complements was probably not strong enough to trigger the development of an asymmetrical system like the one in Amharic, since the \( \theta \) suffixes representing \( \text{l}\)- have maintained some independence from the \( \theta \) standing for the accusative. However, the adoption of \( \text{k}\alpha \)- for nouns, together with the maintenance of the older \( \text{b} \) pronoun suffixes, was a very good precedent for asymmetry, and the language started taking advantage of this possibility.

3. The meaning of Amharic cases.

As pointed out above, it is improbable that Amharic merely took advantage of the liberty of coupling adnominal and adpronoun case-markers at random in order to obtain a maximum number of composite units. It is easy to perceive that most uses of \( \text{k}\alpha \)-, whatever their pronominal counterpart, have something in common, they all indicate origin (esp. the sentences of (1) and (2)). Similarly, in the combination \( \text{b}\alpha \)-...lay/\( \text{L} \) (benedictive), it is obvious that \( \text{L} \) has a meaning of its own, indicating that the action or event coming from above is beneficial to the patient, a meaning 'to the benefit of' which it shares with its use as a counterpar of \( \text{l}\)- in symmetrical correspondences. The \( \text{L} \) and \( \text{B} \) counterparts of \( \text{s}\alpha \l\alpha \) (purposive) and \( \text{w}\alpha \text{d}\alpha \) (directional) also have their common denominators. This suggests that the dual case-marking system of Amharic is after all an atomic system; each morph, preposition or conjugated suffix, has its own meaning. The combination of two cases

\[ \text{Ultimate}(\text{ually)], this \( \text{k}\alpha \) may be related to the Semitic \( \text{k}- \) 'like, as', but I find it unlikely that Amharic \( \text{k}\alpha \)- be directly descended from it.

\[ \text{Let us note that \( \text{k}\alpha \)- alternates with \( \text{t}\alpha \)- in Amharic, the latter form being the only one used in the Gurage languages. The alternation \( \text{k} \sim \text{t} \) is well-known in Cushitic.} \]
used.

When there is no conceivable or recognizable participator associated with the content of the verb, it will appear subjectless. Such is the case for 'having pain' in general. 'I have a headache' is rendered by

(44) rase-n yammā-ħā-āl
    my-head=Acc. it-hurts=me=Aux
'I have a headache'

where the person in pain is only indicated by a possessive on the part of the body and by an O suffix on the verb. The person in pain cannot, in this case, appear as a noun within the sentence, it can only be mentioned in an extraposition:

(45) kābbādā, rasu-n yammā-w-āl
    Kebbede, his-head=Acc. it-hurts=him=Aux
'Kebbede has a headache'

This shows that, curiously enough, the suffering person can become an object only if a participator-subject is mentioned.

There are verbs which can hardly be associated with any subject. The verbs rabā 'to be hungry', ūmmā 'to be thirsty' are such. They appear in subjectless constructions, the hungry or thirsty person being expressed by an O pronoun or, if a noun is necessary, in extraposition:

kābbādā, rabā-w/ūmmā-w 'Kebbede, it-hungered=him/it-made-thirsty=him'.

In addition to participatorship, a subject must be specified for [+ willfulness]. In many cases, the distinction between the two values is not expressed on the surface, but it is necessary to take care of sentences like:

---

13 Eventually, one may use the form wāha ūmmā-w 'water made-thirsty=him', but wāha is an entirely empty element, it cannot be replaced by the name of any other drink or even with another general term like màq̱ 'drink'. At the first glance, this wāha looks like a cognate subject, but most probably it is a cognate instrumental. For generic instruments with no case-marker preceding the verb, see Hertzron [1963: 432-3] and Polotsky [1966:246-7].
On the other hand,

(39) } yātiqābbālīh-w-n rāləmat alfēllāğā-w-m

does not mean 'he did not want the prize he received', but 'he did not want [anymore] the prize he had accepted', i.e. first active acceptance, then change of mind.

The one to whom something happens cannot be a subject, unless reaction to the happening is implied. The one who falls is the subject of wāddāqā 'fall' for the reasons suggested above. It is possible to say:

(40) sāwiyyāw ūnṣārāttātātāt

'the man slid'

for the same reasons. However, for 'the man slipped', i.e. lost footing, expressing only the loss of control and not the person's reaction to it, 'the man' will be an object, and the eventual subject (not necessarily selected) the thing which causes the slip:

(41) (ţaqāw) kābbādā-n ammāallağā-w/addāllātātāt-w

'(the mud) made Kebbede slip'

or likewise

(42) kābbādā-n dāngay addānnaqqāfā-w

'a stone made Kebbede stumble'

The mere expression 'Kebbede slipped' will thus be an 'Object-Verb' construction with no subject. For 'having pain', when the cause of the pain can be shown, the cause will be the subject, both the person pained and his organ in pain will be objects, and there is an obligatory resumptive pronoun referring to the person [Getatchew 1970:example (17a)]:

(43) ūggū almaz-on ras-w-n āmmām-āt

the-mead Almaz=Acc. her-head=Acc. pained=her

'The mead gave Almaz a headache'

When the cause of the pain is not mentioned, another construction is
form (in tS-), passive constructions, always without an agent, are re-
placed by the so-called **impersonal form** in which the original object
remains an object, but the use corresponds to that of the passive in
Amharic. The impersonal is used not only when the subject is unknown
or unspecifiable, but also when the participator which could be a sub-
ject is known but not mentioned for stylistic reasons. Leslau [1967:1151]
adduces the Chaha (Western Gurage) example:

(47) ṭāhe warim barām ṭigās

well one-spent-the-night-(?) he-said-and when-he-entered

'when he entered saying "did one spent the night well?"

Here a person is addressed, and the 'literal' translation 'one spent the
night' is very awkward, as it unquestionably stands for 'you spent the
night'. However, if we render it by an English passive 'how was the
night spent?', we have the stylistic equivalent of the Chaha phrase.

The impersonal by no means expresses generality of the subject, like
English 'one', but is a way of forming passives without making the orig-
inal object into a subject, which would violate the semantic definition
of the subject. Thus, the data from related Northern and Western Gurage
languages (whose case-system can be formalized along the same lines as
Amharic) suggest that Amharic does exhibit an instance of arbitrary,
nonsemantic use of a case.

Another case in point is the verb ṭazzəzə, composed of the passive
formative tā- (t- before vowel) and azzəzə 'give order'. In addi-
tion to its being a transformationally obtained passive of azzəzə, 'to
be given order(s)', it can also render English 'obey'. The difference
between the two senses is that the first has a semantically unmotivated
subject (a former object), while in the second, the introduction of the
normal subject feature [participator] makes it 'obey'. Obeying is be-
coming an active participator as a result of having been given an order.

---

16. It comes from the old third person plural forms, 'they...'. There
is also Cushitic inspiration behind this development. Somali has a pas-
itive derivative which is used independently of the impersonal, a morpho-
logically active form having as its subject the impersonal pronoun la.

17. Italian has similar forms, see Jespersen [1924:161].
(46) የአበረሱ ይብር ይብረና
'the man broke a pen'

as referring to either inadvertent or intentional breaking. Such a distinction is expressed by the verb on the surface in the case of ይብር 'swim' [+willful] vs. ትምስላስ 'float' [-willful]. This feature can also take care of the distinction between factitive and permissive ('to cause to do' vs. 'to let to do', cf. Hetzron [1963:436-8] ). Inanimate subjects are necessarily [-willful].

A weak point in the definition of the subject is the passive construction. The subject of the passive is the same as the object of the corresponding active verb. It seems that there is no reason to claim that the semantic information contained in an active verb is in any way different from that of its passive counterpart. The only difference lies in the orientation, in the fact that in an active verb the object can often be omitted as being irrelevant for the communication, whereas a subject can be omitted more easily in a passivated form where the grammatical subject is the object, and the former subject, the agent complement, is omissible. Otherwise, the semantic components of both the active and the passive forms of the same verb, e.g. ታስላ 'to eat' and ከስላ ቴ 'to be eaten' seem to be exactly the same. The only solution to this problem is to assume that the passive constructions are transforms of the active ones, thus the semantic definition is not necessary for such secondary configurations. Here Amharic has adopted an instance of arbitrary case-marking.

This assumption is supported by comparative data. In other South-Ethiopic languages, namely in Northern and Western Gurage, even though these languages do possess a passive derivative related to the Amharic

---

14 To make this distinction explicit, after the subject የክሳው ይክሳው 'without knowing' ('unintentionally') or ትው ከኔ ይኔ 'knowing' ('on purpose') can be respectively inserted.

15 This confirms Martinet's reasoning [1965:216-7] according to which a system where a predicate needs no subject (Basque in his study, but this is also true in a way for Amharic), but has complements only, should have no 'voice' (active vs. passive). Amharic inherited voice from its Semitic ancestry, but it looks somewhat out of place in its present complement system.
It primarily indicates the success of the action whether actually happening or potentially conceived. It really means 'the key is fit to open the door', that the given key is the proper instrument for performing the action independently of who would turn it. It is thus a participator in the potential opening, as it makes it possible, but an instrument of the real opening.

Let us consider the following four sentences:

(54a) The door opened
(54b) The janitor opened the door
(54c) The janitor opened the door with this key
(54d) This key opened the door

Fillmore [1968:27] attempts to give a unified representation of the uses of open in all the four cases through the 'frame feature' +[____Object, (Agentive), (Instrumental)]. This representation may describe the surface verbal word [open], but nothing else.¹⁸ A theory which claims to be universal should recognize that in (54a) and (54b) there is derivational syncretism, such as drop/drop synonymous with fall/fell. In Amharic, the verb of (54a) is ከفتح, a passive stem, and (54b) ከተንቀሳ. Someone with an Anglocentric viewpoint may claim that in the cases where there exist different verbal stems, the selection of the lexical item depends on the presence/absence of an agent, thus open is the typical case, not fall/fell. This, however, would not work in reality. Sentence (54b) above entails (54a), but (54a) presupposes no human agency (only tolerates it), consequently they refer to different events. Their relation can be compared to the case of 'receiving' which presupposes 'giving', but 'giving' does not entail 'receiving' because non-acceptance is also a possibility. Furthermore, Fillmore seems to imply that (54a) is constructed because no

¹⁸In fact, combining the surface verb with deep case categories in the same formula constitutes a dangerous mixing of levels. A verb like English deliver could, by the same technique, be represented as +[____Agentive, Objective ((Ablative|Terminal)) ] containing both the meaning 'set free, save' and 'carry goods to destination'.
As I also intend to deal with more universal implications of the Amharic case-system, I would like to make one more point. Amharic, like English, has constructions like:

(48) ወውሬኗው በብሩህ የሶ-ኔሉ ከእያት

'the man opened the door with the key'

vs.

(49) የሶ-ኔሉ ከእያት

'the key opened the door'

Fillmore [1968:33] pointed out that if, in his system, no Agentive is present, Instrumentals (here 'key') will assume the function of grammatical subject. If Instrumentals can become subjects also in Amharic, the suggestion that the subject has its own semantic definition seems to be wrong. But it is not. However attractive Fillmore's proposal may be, it has to be rejected. Let us first note that whereas we have the pair

(50) The man cut the painting with a knife
(51) The knife cut the painting

(also in Amharic), with an instrumental apparently becoming a subject, there is no such pair for

(52) The man painted the picture with a brush
(53) *The brush painted the picture

We have to make a clear distinction between instruments of creation and instruments of destruction. Instruments of creation such as a brush require constant handling by the agent, hence they cannot become subjects. Instruments of destruction only require triggering, then they may follow their own course in destroying the condemned object, guided by inertia, gravitation, etc. Therefore, such instruments may be participators in one sense, and it is by virtue of this feature that they may become subjects when the agent is not mentioned, not just because they are instrumentals. The case of ከነ ከእያት ከእያት ከእያት ከእያት is more complicated. The first sentence refers to an actual act of opening, but the second not necessarily so.
dictable course), such as 'key' and 'open', or 'glue' and 'make stick'. It is possible to say

(59) The man opened the door with the key

and

(60) The key opened the door

but

(61) The man opened the door with a chisel

has a non-cognate instrument, hence the impossibility of

(62) *The chisel opened the door

(2) Instruments of destruction, where no organized action is assumed.

(63) The man cut the picture with a knife

is acceptable (it may denote either a voluntary or involuntary act), as well as

(64) A knife cut the picture

(noncommittal as to the presence of human agency in English and potential in Amharic), but beside

(65) The man painted the picture with a/the brush

a constructive action, there is no

(66) *A/the brush painted the picture

as the brush requires constant manipulation by the artist.

(3) Inalienable instruments, where an entity performs an action through one of its components. It is possible to say (also in Amharic)

(67) The man broke the window with his fist

as well as

(68) The man's fist broke the window

The two sentences are not equivalent because, here again, the latter
agent happens to be present in the sentence. However, English (but not Amharic) distinguishes between The door opened and The door was opened. The first presupposes no agent, whereas the second does, even though it is not mentioned.

I feel that in (54b) and (54c) above the same verb open is used (even though only (54c) implies unlocking, but this is really a consequence of the presence of an instrument). But the most important — and for Amharic the only — reading of (54d) contains another open. The example:

(55) He had a key which opened the front-gate, but he never used it clearly means that the key was capable of opening the front-gate, but it never became an instrument of opening. In Amharic,

(56) qulfu bārru-n kāffātā

'the key opened the door'

unequivocally means 'this key is good for this particular door' and cannot be used like English

(57) A key was opening the door

when only the turning key is observed by the story-teller, and not the agent. In Amharic, even an instrument of destruction may be used as a subject only in the potential sense. The sentence:

(58) sāntīw wārēqṭu-n qāddādā

'the knife cut the paper'

has only one interpretation: 'the knife was good enough to cut the paper'.

It appears that there are three types of cases (in English as well as, with a potential sense, in Amharic) where instruments which occur as instrumentals with a given verb may also appear as the subjects of the same surface verb. These are the following:

(1) Cognate instruments, where the instruments are typically used for the performance of what particular act, with a predictable course of action (such as key turning in the keyhole, to exclude brushes which might be typical instruments of painting, but follow an unpre-
In order to determine the character of the accusative complement in Amharic, then, one cannot have recourse to the same criteria as for the other complements. One may even wonder whether it is definable at all, or else it is just a matter of arbitrary, idiosyncratic behaviour of lexical verbs. It seems to me that there is a possible notational definition for the object case in Amharic.

Let us try to classify the main uses of the object case in this language. The following subcategorization is impressionistic; further investigation is necessary to find out whether it is justifiable or not. First of all, there is a category which might be called transfigurative. This involves object-entities created, transformed, or destroyed through the action of a verb. The other important class is transferential, the entity displaced, relocated through the activity of the verb. The third major class is attestative, entities attested, known, perceived, etc. through the action of the verb. There is sentimentive, where the object of feelings expressed by the verb is its grammatical object. Another case is that of 'leave', 'abandon', where the subject is moving away and the object stays. This multiple subcategorization, for whatever it is worth, is rather a reflection of the semantic verb classes which take objects, and does not characterize the object relation itself. But now it is easy to see the trait that unites them. They all refer to the knowledge or image the speaker has about the entity in question, its shape, substance and status (transfigurative), its location (transferential), sources of this knowledge (attestative), feelings about it (sentimentive), etc. Thus, an object is defined through its relation to the speaker's knowledge of the world.

I have interpreted above 'writing a letter on a paper' as 'transforming a paper into a letter'. On the other hand, this could also be reinterpreted as 'making a letter out of a paper'. In fact, English 'to present' has on the surface such a dual possibility: its object may either be the beneficiary ('to present someone with something') or the gift ('to present something to someone'). In the face of such conflicting analyses, the object is selected according to what the speaker
does not necessarily imply that the man was the human agent behind it. The man's fist may have been pushed into the window by someone else.¹⁹

b. Object: redefinition.

Unlike all the other cases, the object case does not indicate the nature of the logical relation between verb and complement. In fact, several such relations may exist between verb and object. For instance, in verbs of utterance and knowledge, the object has exactly the same type of relation with the verb as a topical complement. Thus, 'to know something' expresses having knowledge about something. It is remarkable that in order to be an object there needs to be a direct relation between verb and complement.²⁰ 'To know about something' expresses knowledge about knowledge about something, an indirect relation. Similarly, 'touching something' is laying the hand or other part of the body upon something, 'seeing something' quite clearly has a locative connotation. In 'writing a letter' we may find a logical relation which is expressed in many languages by the transitive case, namely 'writing a letter on paper' as 'making a paper into a letter'. The locative, instrumental, etc. correspondences of the accusative in Hungarian have been the object of an interesting monograph by J. Zsilkő, now available in English [1967].

¹⁹As far as the last type is concerned, it clearly shows that Fillmore was wrong in claiming [1966:23] that the incorrectness of *The car broke the window with a fender vs. the correct The car broke the window with its fender and The car's fender broke the window can be explained by assuming that these sentences are 'agentless' and that the car's fender constitutes the instrument. Above, the man is clearly the agent, yet it is impossible to say in English *The man broke the window with a fist. This follows from a rule concerning inalienable possessions, which has nothing to do with case status in the sentence. Hungarian, on the other hand, has no such rule, and Az ember ősköltöd/őskölvél betörte az ablakot 'The man with-fist/with-his-fist broke-it the window-Acc.' is grammatical with or without a possessive.

²⁰Martinet [1965] defined the unmarked case of Basque (object, or subject of intransitive verbs) as indicating the most direct relation with the verb. This relation is 'unspecified determination', independent of logical relations. This is also true for what I call 'redefinition', see below.
the verb will be its grammatical object. In 'have' one may learn about possession that started earlier. In the latter verbs, one is not discovering pre-existing facts, but learning about a change of status. Redefinition is substantial, not merely an improvement or extension of knowledge.

An apparent contradiction to this principle is the case of our sentimentive, with verbs such as 'like', 'hate', which are stative but still have an object. However, feelings are potential, they are not experienced constantly; they need be remembered in order to be felt. A statement with the sentimentive is bringing forth these feelings, not discovering them. This is comparable to our attestative type.

Amharic has also instances where the object case alternates for the same complement with another, relational case. 'To flee' is ይдобав and the person who is fled from may either be redefined as fear-inspiring (sentimentive), using -n, or merely be designated as a locative departure point, when እ- is used. In the case of sources of acquisition, beside:

(73) እ-ዝዝር ሻብስ እን ቸንتجار (-ወት)
from-this woman on one book I-bought(=her)
'I bought a book from this woman'

it is possible to say:

(74) እ-ሆፋር-ር ሻብስ እን ቸንتجار (-ወት)
this-Acc. woman...
'I bought a book from this woman'

with object suffix and an obligatory 0 resumptive pronoun. The first construction (73) describes the woman as the origin of the book, while the second points out that the woman managed to give the book away, she does not own it anymore. እ- and -n further alternate (under the same conditions) in comparative constructions, attached to entity A against which B is measured. -n expresses the idea that our image of A has also changed, as we know how it relates to B (more or less than B in some respect); and እ- is the neutral expression of the fact that some attri-
considers worth redefining. This is a subjective process comparable to what was meant by the term 'topicalization' in recent works. The fact that a letter has been created is often more important than the fact that a piece of paper has been altered. But the latter may be given enough emphasis for redefinition in the Hungarian verb telerr 'fill with writing', with the paper as the object. In the case of the verb 'to present', the two constructions represent a difference in the focus of the communication. In

(69) I presented him with an award
'he' will be redefined as an award-winner. In

(70) I presented an award to him
the award is redefined as belonging to 'him', an award has been assigned. Fillmore [1968:48, fn. 49] illustrated this point very convincingly:

(71) He sprayed the wall with paint
redefines the wall as being entirely covered with paint as a consequence of the action, but

(72) He sprayed paint on the wall
implies nothing about how much of the wall has been covered, but redefines paint as being applied on the wall. Thus, the selection of the object, within the conditions specified above (direct relation, modification of the speaker's knowledge about it: redefinition), depends on the context, on the speaker's intentions, to a great extent.

Redefinition always means change, either of shape (transfigurative) or location (transferential) or references (attestative) or making feelings explicit (sentimentive), but it is not identical with discovering new, pre-existing data. This can be clearly shown by confronting two verbs with similar content, one stative and the other not. For the expression of 'to have' Amharic has allā. The item possessed is the subject of this verb, as it is primarily a verb of existence. On the contrary, in gizza 'buy' or agōsān 'find, obtain', the object the possession of which is secured through the action of
redefined, but are not participators. Subjects of intransitive verbs are both redefined and participators. In the ergative languages, the feature [redefined] is first spelled out in the shape of a usually unmarked case, and the remaining participators (the subjects of transitive verbs only) get ergative. In nominative languages like Amharic, first the feature [participator] is spelled out in the shape of the unmarked case (nominative), and the remaining instances of [redefined] (objects only) get the accusative.

d. 0 suffix: straight effect.

An examination of all the case exponents indicates that the adnominal and adpronominal cases constitute two separate semantic classes. Suffix pronouns always express the effect of the verb on the complement.

The main meaning of the 0 suffix is immediate involvement in the action or event expressed by the verb. In the cases of the \(-n/0\) correspondences, where \(-n\) represents the object case, the use of 0 is automatically entailed, in agreement with the semantic definitions of \(-n\) and 0. \(-n\) depends on the condition that the relation between verb and complement be direct (b. above), and this is precisely what 0 is meant to express.

The preposition \(\overset\atop-\) has 0 as its adnominal counterpart in the dative for the beneficiary and the experiencer. Transfer of property directly involves the recipient, since transfers presuppose a source and a target. Similarly, the experiencer is directly involved in what the verb expresses, since it refers to his judgement, needs, feelings, to an effect on him. This justifies 0. The source of acquisition is as directly involved in a transfer as the beneficiary, hence 0 (in \(\overset\atop-\)). The mediator of a factitive has \(-n\) when he is an active part in the action, since he is redefined as being under the influence of the subject of the causative. If the mediator is a mere instrument in the hands of the subject, it will have \(\overset\atop-b\). However, in both cases it is absolutely clear that the mediator is directly involved in the act of causation of which he is a complement. Therefore, 0 suffixes are used in both cases.

e. L suffix: ascending effect.

The main meanings of this suffix are 'to the benefit of' (benefactive
but is attested both in A and B is measured taking the amount found in A as the norm, i.e. departing from A.

A further proof that semantic relations determine the subject-object distribution can be found in the verb "aggättämū "to meet". In European languages, the protagonist is the subject of the verb 'meet' and the newcomer its complement, direct object or comitative. In Amharic, quite on the contrary, the protagonist is the object and the newcomer is the subject. This can be justified on the grounds that the newcomer is the one who performs the act, i.e. he appears, to create an encounter. He is the participator, whereas the protagonist is found by the newcomer, he comes into his field of vision (attestative). Thus, Amharic renders 'I met a man' as:

(75) saw aggättämū- nhắn
    man stumbled-on=me

c. Intransitive verbs.

One might say that in the case of the verb "wāddāqā "the subject is transferential in the sense 'fall', and in the other senses, 'crumble', 'collapse', it is transfigurative. It thus should be an object, as it is directly affected by the action. Likewise, there is transfiguration of the subject in motā "die", transference in hedā 'go', attestation in baqq alū 'appear', both transference and attestation in māṭa 'come', etc. In other words, the subjects of intransitive verbs undergo the same epistemological modification as the objects of the transitive verbs. All the same, it is also true that the subjects are also participators, the transfigurative and transferential, etc. changes are often, so to speak, self-inflicted or are accompanied by active reaction. In the case-rules, it is the feature [participator] that prevails. We can state in general that the subjects of intransitive verbs are also redefined like objects, but they are also specified to be active participators, while objects are not.

Such a concept can be used for the description of the difference between the so-called ergative languages and the nominative ones. Subjects of transitive verbs are participators, but not redefined. Objects are
L expresses the fact that he can reject or accept the approach at will. The place approached, on the other hand, can have no reaction to it, hence the use of B. The preposition is wēḏō in both cases. With the verb Ṽakē 'send' [Hetzron 1966:33],

(76)  "aškāru-n Ṽakē-lləmēn (with L)

means 'send me the servant!' (for my own use), whereas

(77)  aškāru-n Ṽakē-bbaōn (with B)

merely requests that the servant be sent to my place. Particularly instructive is the contrast between

(78)  wērōqēl Ṽakē-lləmēn
   'he sent me a letter' (L)

and

(79)  mēlōqēl Ṽakē-bbaōn
   'he sent me a message' (B)

A letter is supposed to be accepted, opened and read by the addressee (which he may refuse to do); this justifies L, the ascending effect. The oral message, on the other hand, is given directly to the recipient who remains passive, subjected to a flow of sounds emitted by the messenger. This justifies B.

The purposive (se)lē (see l.s.–t., above) can also occur either with L or B. As shown above, if a person or cause profits from the action, i.e. it has a delayed and eventually prolonged effect on him/it, L is indicated. If the action is performed in view of settling some business, it is imposed on the business which is, consequently, marked by B.

g. lē–: aim.

The following (adnominal) cases mark the manner in which the verb relates to the complement. The preposition lē– indicates for whom the action is performed, or in relation to whom the event can be judged. It may show in relation to whom a piece of knowledge exists ('is known to'). The object of lē– is the intended or fortuitous target of the action
and benedictive), 'intended for', 'for' (destinative, purposive of one type)\textsuperscript{21} and 'affecting the whole through a component' (either by doing something to a component such as cutting someone's fingernail, see l.f. above, or by extracting a component from the whole, as in l.o. above). In the first two interpretations, the entity marked by \textit{L} has something put at its disposal, it obtains something. It is not directly involved in the performance of the action; there is always some delay, some distance between the action or event and the \textit{L} element. The third sense may also be assimilated to the first two through considerations of distance. After all, if a component is affected, the whole suffers its consequences. This effect is also delayed, as it is directly exerted on the component, but is experienced by the larger entity. The \textit{L} is always on a higher plane.

\textbf{f. B suffix: descending effect.}

All the uses of the \textit{B} suffix can be summed up under the heading 'patient'. \textit{B} may refer to the person to whom the action or event is detrimental, to the one on whom obligation is imposed, to the place, time or instrument of the activity (which are passively involved), to the topic of the utterance. In all these cases the patient-object is passively involved in the action or event, no initiative is expected from it, it only receives or suffers (willingly or not) what is going on. In order to use a uniform terminology, I call this descending effect, since the action or event descends upon the patient from a higher plane. The effect is not straight (i.e. on the same plane) as in \textit{L}, nor is the patient in any way free to choose whether to take advantage of the effects of the activity (as in \textit{L} of the first type). It/he is entirely involved, not only one of its components (as in \textit{L} of the second type). The element marked by \textit{B} is 'at the mercy of the subject of the verb'.

Let us compare some cases where both \textit{L} and \textit{B} may be used with the same verb and the same adnominal case. If a person is approached,

\textsuperscript{21}The importance of the beneficial meaning of \textit{L} has been exaggerated in the literature. Cohen [1936:145] more carefully states that it indicates simply attribution.
expresses the fact that he can reject or accept the approach at will. The place approached, on the other hand, can have no reaction to it, hence the use of B. The preposition is wāḥāb in both cases. With the verb 'akā 'send' [Hetzron 1966:33],

(76) aṣkāru-n lakā-llənān (with L)

means 'send me the servant!' (for my own use), whereas

(77) aṣkāru-n lakā-bbənān (with B)

merely requests that the servant be sent to my place. Particularly instructive is the contrast between

(78) wārāqāt lakā-llənān

'he sent me a letter' (L)

and

(79) mālāqāt lakā-bbənān

'he sent me a message' (B)

A letter is supposed to be accepted, opened and read by the addressee (which he may refuse to do); this justifies L, the ascending effect. The oral message, on the other hand, is given directly to the recipient who remains passive, subjected to a flow of sounds emitted by the messenger. This justifies B.

The purposive (so)lā (see l.s.-t., above) can also occur either with L or B. As shown above, if a person or cause profits from the action, i.e. it has a delayed and eventually prolonged effect on him/it, L is indicated. If the action is performed in view of settling some business, it is imposed on the business which is, consequently, marked by B.

g. 13—aim.

The following (adnominal) cases mark the manner in which the verb relates to the complement. The preposition 13— indicates for whom the action is performed, or in relation to whom the event can be judged. It may show in relation to whom a piece of knowledge exists ('is known to'). The object of 13— is the intended or fortuitous target of the action
or event. Thus, giving away is directed at the beneficiary. The experiencer is the one with respect to whom the judgement contained in the verb is valid. Since these two are also directly involved, suffixal 0 is used. In the case of the benefactive and destinative ('sell', 'allow', 'answer', etc.), the action is also directed toward the 15-element, but its effect is felt on it/him somewhat later (L). The same delayed effect is also true for the addressive/effectual 15-/L, but the target of the action becomes a patient. The purposive (sə)15- also imparts the idea of directedness.

h. b5-: medium.

I use the term medium in its physical sense, the substance or object through which the activity is carried on. If b5- is attached to a noun marked as [place], it is interpreted as a locative. Following a suggestion by Ruvet [1969], I consider the postpositions 'lay 'top', tāč 'underneath', etc. as [place] nouns, so that in a construction such as: b5-ţăręqəza lay 'on the table', the word for 'table' is a genitival adjunct on lay. If it is replaced by a pronoun, another genitival form, a possessive, is used: b5-lay-u 'in=top=its' ('on it'), or with a curious reduplication: b5layu lay. If the preposition is attached to a noun marked as [time], it is interpreted as a temporal. Attached to a noun of another type, it is interpreted as an instrumental.22 The fact that 'instrumental' and 'locative' are closely related to each other can also be demonstrated in English. The neutral

(80) He came by car

can be paraphrased, with some difference of incidental meaning, by

(81) He came with a car (instrumental)

or

22The Addis Ababa colloquial is breaking up the direct surface representation of this global category. The often used preposition e-(fn. 3.) tends to replace b5- in the locative sense only.
(82) He came in a car (locative)

Using the same preposition for the locative and the instrumental is a general feature of Semitic. It is also reflected in Amharic derivational morphology. Nominalizations of the pattern \( \text{mā-} + \text{jussive stem} + -\text{ya} \) represent both meanings. The form \( \text{māsbārya} \) either refers to the 'place' or 'instrument of breaking', both derived from \( \text{sābbārā} \) 'break'. Using the same case-markers for locative and temporal expressions is widespread.

The agent of the passive, as well as the passive mediator of a factitive [Hetzron 1963], is a medium for the performance of the action. Passivization probably changes a [participator] into a [medium], a transformation whose conditions remain to be investigated. Uses like 'to believe in' may be considered as a symbolic locative. 'Trusting, believing in' refers to the potentialities of the person trusted, not to what he actually said (as in 'believing his word'), but to what lies inside him, what may become manifest in the future.

i. \( \text{bā-...lay} \): imposive.

Quite in line with its literal meaning, 'on top of', this compound case-marker can be used when the complement is considered to be on a lower plane than the subject. The subject imposes the action on the complement. In the case of the benedictive, a higher authority imposes (\( \text{bā-...lay} \)) something on a lower entity; this turns out to be beneficial

---

23See further Chomsky [forthcoming: examples 23-6] where he shows that beside the possibility of paraphrasing instrumentals as direct objects with the verb use, e.g. He used a knife to cut the salami (with) ~ He cut the salami with a knife, it is also possible to say He used the table to write (on) (~ He wrote on the table). This is further feasible for temporals: He used the afternoon to finish his dissertation (~ He finished his dissertation in the afternoon). Note, however, that there is some question of magnitude involved. While instrumentals can always be paraphrased by use + NP, when the time or place belongs to another class of magnitude than the action, such a paraphrase is impossible, as in the case of He finished his dissertation in Paris/in his youth (and no He used..., unless the dissertation involved research through entire Paris). Consequently, media roughly coextensive with the content of the verb are paraphrasable by use + NP + infinitive, but not otherwise. Instrumentals are coextensive by definition.
in the sense that it puts something at the lower entity's disposal (L).
In the conversation-topic sense, talking about something is also assuming
a higher, outside position. Sometimes, bē...lay can be replaced by
simple bē-

j. kē-: boundary.

This preposition indicates origin, departure ('from'), the element
which is surpassed by, or surpasses, another ('more/less than'). It is
used with verbs of 'disrupting continuity' such as 'cut', 'fold' etc.,
prefixed to the place-object where discontinuity is created by the action
of the verb. It can also be a static locative in the sense of 'within
the confines of', when being in a given place hides, delimits, distinguishes
the subject. It is also used for 'leaning against something'. Finally,
in apparent contradiction with the ablative meaning, it may designate a
place reached. If an approach is not necessarily completed, wādē is used.
kē- always implies completion, arrival. However, this use is most often
redundant. There is no clearcut case where substituting kē- for wādē
suffices to express completion. kē- is used with verbs like dērrēsē
'arrive', gābbē 'enter' where completion is inherent to the verb.24 It
is also used in the inherent negative senses of 'be missing from', 'stay
away from', 'stop doing something'.

The common denominator of all these uses is that the complement
marked by kē- constitutes a boundary of some kind. Crossing a boundary
in either direction, leaving the confines of a place or entering them,
or even staying within them, all require kē-. In the comparative, the
element compared to is supposed to contain a definite amount or degree
of the attribute compared, and passing that amount or degree in either
direction is the essence of the comparative (but not of 'as...as...!').
Disrupting continuity means creating a boundary. 'Absence from' indicates
the confines of the area within which something is not found. 'Stop
doing' is setting a boundary, a limit to an action.

24In Addis Ababa colloquial, the static and directional-complete
uses of kē- have been replaced by sē.
k. \textit{wɔdɔ}: target.

This preposition marks the person, place or (in estimating), the amount approached. Turning, looking 'toward' is also rendered by \textit{wɔdɔ}. It is further used in the translatative sense 'transform into' or 'cut into (two)'. In order to define the global meaning of \textit{wɔdɔ}, we have to compare it to \textit{lɔ-} (g. above). First, \textit{lɔ-} never has a spatial meaning. It expresses the destination the subject has in mind for its action or for the object of the action. It expresses the concrete or symbolic direction in which the action starts without explicitly referring to movement. On the other hand, \textit{wɔdɔ} centers on the target's position, it marks attraction toward a point. While in the case of destination (\textit{lɔ-}) the aim may be unreal, a complement with \textit{wɔdɔ} has to represent something concrete. \textit{lɔ-} is an 'arrow' marking direction, \textit{wɔdɔ} is a 'path' approaching a destination.

l. \textit{səlɔ}: purposive/topical.

The purposive sense has already been mentioned in \textit{lɔ-} above. Purposive is a 'future causal' [Dawkins 1960:114, fn. 5], a special case of 'aim' (hence the alternation with \textit{lɔ-}) for unspecified later benefit. The concept of 'topical' has also been discussed (i. above). The only question to ask is why the same preposition is used for both functions. The connecting feature may be that in both instances there is considerable distance between the verb and the \textit{səlɔ}-complement; they do not coexist at the same time. 'Topical' evokes something past and purposive prepares something to come.

m. Recapitulation.

The analysis given above suggests that each case-marking morph of Amharic carries its own meaning and must be assigned a distinct semantic feature. If we visualize verb-complement relation as 'something emanating from the verb and reaching the complement', we must realize that there are two sides to it: the relation of the verb to the complement and the relation of the complement to the verb. Our investigation shows that the former is translated by adnominal case-markers, the latter by adpro-nominal ones. Let us reserve the term \textit{case} for adnominal case-markers...
and call the adpronounal markers effects.

Assuming that the semantic features characterizing these relations have already been defined in the deep semantic structure, the following spelling rules are needed (Table 2).

For subject, see Section 6 below. The immediate implication of this arrangement is that if no pronoun is available, the features of the second part of Table 2 have no segmental realization on the surface, and vice-versa. Amharic further has a resumptive construction [Getatchew 1970] where the sentence contains both a nominal and a pronominal expression of the same complement, so that features of both parts may be simultaneously spelled out. Before establishing the general theoretical setting in which this system operates, let us deal with two specific problems.

4. Limitations of case-marking.
   a. No counterpart.

   In some cases, a complement can be expressed in one manner only, either pronominally (l.a.-b.) or nominally (l.h. and l.m.), but not both. If the only expression is pronominal, the coreferential noun, when missing from the normal context, may be mentioned in extraposition. Let us examine whether the above semantic analysis can account for these instances.

   The agent of passive takes either bā- or, in special cases, kā-(l.m.). It cannot appear pronominally. On semantic grounds it may seem that even though the agent of the passive is the medium of the action (viewed from that angle), thus justifying bā-, or the originator of the object (for kā-), the action has no effect on it at all in the sense of 3.d.-e.-f., above. Consequently, while passivization changes the feature [participator] into [medium] (or [boundary]), it does not introduce any effect feature (which the subject never had). We have seen that the prerequisite for having a suffix-pronominal expression is having one of the effect features. In the absence of such a feature, there is no pronoun. In the case of the mediator of the factitive, the basic action exerts no effect on the former subject, but the causation element which reduces the subject to a mediator (by changing the feature [participator]}
1. RELATION OF VERB TO COMPLEMENT

[redefined] \[\rightarrow\] \{\langle-n\rangle\} \[\rightarrow\] \{\emptyset\}
[aim] \[\rightarrow\] \la-
[medium] \[\rightarrow\] \ba-
[impositive] \[\rightarrow\] \ba-...lay
[boundary] \[\rightarrow\] \ka-
[target] \[\rightarrow\] \wädä
[topical] \[\rightarrow\] \{\ba-...lay\} \{salä\}
[purposive] \[\rightarrow\] \(sa)lä

2. RELATION OF COMPLEMENT TO VERB

[straight effect] \[\rightarrow\] 0
[ascending effect] \[\rightarrow\] L
[descending effect] \[\rightarrow\] B

Table 2
to either [redefined] or [medium]) does exert a direct, straight effect on it.

These criteria also turn out to be operative in possessive constructions. The possessor is directly involved in the possession, but is not participating in it through action or reaction. As possession is static, the possessor is not an aim, nor a medium. None of the definitions in part 1 of Table 2 applies to it. Consequently, there is no way to integrate the possessor into the sentence in a non-pronominal form.

Similar reasoning is true for the necessitative (l.b.). A person under an obligation is subjected to it, hence B. However, he is not redefined, nor aimed at by it. The feature [imposive] could eventually apply, but it presupposes a subject imposing the obligation, and in these necessitative constructions there is no such subject. The grammatical subject is a sentence, the performance of which constitutes the obligation.

The case of the detrimental is more complicated. In the sentence:

(83) ṭašantanna lağu mīstāwētu-n sābbīrā-tabā
    yesterday the-boy the-glass=Acc. broke=in-him
    'Yesterday the boy broke the windowglass to his detriment'

the only way of mentioning the person to whose detriment this takes place, unless it is mentioned for some other reason anyhow,\(^{25}\) is by extraposition. Nevertheless, there are some verbs which admit a bā-...lay/B (imposive/descending) combination for the complement which apparently has the same detrimental meaning and can, therefore, also appear as a noun. Such verbs are ẓōmmūrī 'inflict upon' (also 'add', 'pour'), fārrādā 'judge', mōsīkkārī 'give testimony'.

(84) kābbidā bā-zzih sāw lay sāqay ẓōmmūrī-tabā
    Kebbede in=his man on suffering inflicted=in-him
    'Kebbede inflicted suffering on this man'

\(^{25}\)E.g. mīstāwētu-n can also be interpreted 'his window (Acc.)', and in this case the owner of the window should also be the person suffering the damage.
It seems that when the verb inherently expresses a negative effect, the complement will take the imposive $b\tilde{a}^{-}$...lay. When the damage is a consequence of the action but not inherent in it, the complement takes $\emptyset/B$. The action is not necessarily oriented toward the person suffering the damage, so $\emptyset^{-}$ cannot be used, he is not a medium of the action and does not qualify for $b\tilde{a}^{-}$. None of the definitions for adnominal cases applies.

In the case of subjectless verbs such as 'have pain', 'be hungry' (3.a.), the person having the sensation suffers its direct effect, hence 0, but is not a participator, nor is he redefined (a temporary state does not redefine); he is not a medium for another action; as there is no subject to impose, the imposive cannot be used. There remains the use of extraposition. When the pain is the result of a concrete event, such as drinking, the person in pain is redefined as being under the effect or aftereffect of alcohol.

We can thus see that when there is no [-pronoun] counterpart to a nominal or pronominal complement, no arbitrary ad hoc rule is necessary to block it. The lack of counterpart is due to the finiteness of the case and effect system, so that none of the semantic definitions applies.

b. Obligatory pronominal resumption.

We have mentioned that in some cases a nominal complement requires the co-presence of a pronominal one (but not vice-versa, see Section 1). Such cases are $-n/B$ (1.d.), $-n/O$ which alternates with $k\bar{a}-/O$ for source of acquisition (1.n.) or for 'causing pain' (3.a.), $\emptyset^{-}/O$ (1.g., effectual) and $b\tilde{a}^{-}$...lay/L (1.k., benedictive).

The first two can be easily eliminated. $-n/B$ is a transformationally obtained euphonic variant of $b\tilde{a}^{-}/O$, found only when a resumptive...

---

26This is another instance of the distinction between organic (imposive) and inorganic (detrimental) complements, cf. fns. 6 and 29.
pronoun appears. The use of -n/O with obligatory resumption follows the same pattern. It is a general rule of Amharic that when a verb has two objects, one being the (alienable or unalienable) owner of the other, the owner is obligatorily recalled by a resumptive pronoun. Such configurations may occur in factitive constructions, with verbs of bodily affliction (person vs. part of his body), and with sources of acquisition. Such sources are marked [boundary] and [redefined]. The adnominal case-rule may select either one of these features. If the second is selected, the rule requiring obligatory pronominal resumption (when the same verb has an additional object originally owned by the source) is applied.

It is clear that there are semantic affinities between bē-...lay (impositive) and B (patient, descending effect), and between ṭā- (aim) and L (having at one's disposal, ascending effect). Historically, their function used to be identical. Although a process of divergence has abolished this full identity, they still retain a degree of similarity. Imposition usually implies descending effect. If it happens that the imposition ends up by putting something at the complement's disposal (instead of making it a patient), such a fact is explicitly marked. Likewise, if mere orientation and aiming end up as descending upon the complement, this does not go unmarked. In other words, bē-...lay is prejudicial to benefitting, but is still compatible with it. Similarly, ṭā- makes it less probable that the complement be a patient, but does not really exclude it. To dispel these prejudices, the pronoun expressing the unexpected effect has to be spelled out.

27See Hetzron [1963] for examples with two objects. When there is an ownership relation between the two, the resumptive pronouns are obligatory. In the case of two unrelated objects, there is no such obligation. See also Getatchew [1970:exx. 16-9].

28These 'prejudices' reflect older uses. These meanings of the prepositions have survived in proverbial style, e.g. [Cohen 1936:298] yēnēgūs qal yēmērāt bihon ṭā-mängestu; yēmēr bihon bē-mängestu 'The king's word, if it is clement, [it is] for the kingdom; if it is of anger, [it is] detrimental to the kingdom'. Note that these sentences have no verb either, another property of proverbs. In normal speech, bē- cannot be used in this sense.
The prejudicial behavior of 'a case toward an effect' can be formalized within the framework of a 'theory of markedness' comparable to the one presented by Chomsky and Halle [1968]. Thus, if for a given case-marker a certain effect-marker is expected, it will be classified 'unmarked' (u) vs. the possible, but unexpected 'marked' one (m). If two effects combinable with a case-marker have the same degree of expectability, only + and - prefixes can be used. Thus, u vs. m indicates, in Troubetzkoyan terms, a privative relation as to expectation, while + and - are equi-pollent. We can further state that if a case-marker is combined with a marked effect, the latter will have to be spelled out by means of a pronoun at all times. This can be described if we analyze the effect-markers into the following, more atomic features:

(86) | direct effect | descending effect |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

where '-' indicates either absence of the feature or noncommittalness in that respect (as B may be direct as well as indirect). The markedness-rule would then be:

(87) [u descending effect] → [- descending effect] / \[X\]

which states that with 13- both O and L are unmarked, whereas B is marked (and should be spelled out obligatorily when combined with 13-). The difference between O and L will depend on the prefix [+ straight effect], where the markedness principle is not involved. Next:

(88) [u descending effect] → [+ descending effect] / \[X\]

i.e. with imposition we expect B, and in the benedictive, L is a marked form which needs to be spelled out by means of a redundant pronoun. Note that O is impossible with [imposive].

In all other cases, + values are to be used, not u/m. The unmarked combinations are demonstrably the oldest in Amharic.
5. Theoretical implications.

It is quite obvious that the above sketch of the Amharic case-system differs fundamentally from the model suggested by Fillmore [1968]. Some differences are of detail. Against his Objective, I am suggesting that the object is selected by a process comparable to his 'primary topicalization' [1968:57 sq.], not on the basis of the logical relation between Noun and Verb (which might be homologous with the relations between other complements and the verb). The inventory of cases is also quite dissimilar. His Instrumental and Locative, as well as the Temporal, correspond here to only one category: 'medium'.

But the most important difference is that in my system there are two coexisting sets of categories involved, cases proper and the three effects.

For Fillmore, a verb is represented as having a number of case-marked arguments. E.g. (and ignoring optionality for the moment):

(89) Arrive  
objectal, ablative, locative, instrumental

Each noun is attached to one of these cases. In the present system, on the other hand, there is a dual system of adnominal and adpronominal case and effect markers, both attachable to the same complement. According to the above description, each of the complement-markers, the case and the effect, reflects another facet of the same relation. Thus, in dàrrás 'arrive', kâ- expresses 'boundary crossing for reaching a destination', and B the 'patient' character of the place reached. Consequently, that part of the verb which has the complement attached to it is a composite element itself. The free variation between kâ- and wâdâ for place of arrival suggests that there are at least three components present in this complement: [boundary], [target], [descending effect], and either one of the first two can be spelled out with a non-pronominal complement. Thus, dàrrás 'arrive' should be represented by something like the following cluster of feature-bundles:
The last one, the instrumental, is distinguished from the locative and the temporal through lacking a co-occurring feature [place] or [time]. dărrăsă may further have a temporal aspect, but this can be predicted from the bundles above.

The complements are each attached to one of the inner bundles, to be called subverbs, and according to whether they appear as pronouns or not, (eventually both), case and/or effect features will be segmentalized. However, whether given a surface-expression or not, the features remain part of the lexical verb. Each subverb, except the subject (and, with some reservations, the object), have to contain features of both classes, of one or more case-features and one effect-feature. In some cases, however, they will contain features of one class only (4.a.). Thus, a surface verb is considered to be composed of elements, subverbs, which are composite themselves.

There is an attested model in language which brings a situation similar to what is reconstructed here all the way to the surface. This is the phenomenon of 'serialization' found in West African languages [Stahlke 1970]. This means that, as a matter of principle, a verb can have only one argument, and conversely, each complement will have its own verb. Thus, the English sentence 'I brought a book home' is represented in Yoruba by a structure [Stahlke 1970:61] 'I took book come house'. In his article Stahlke wonders how serializing constructions
are to be interpreted. He rejects the idea that conjoining is a possible source for them [77-83], or that "at least some verbs in series (...) are in fact overt case markers" [83-7], or that serial verbs are complex lexical items [87-90]. I believe that serialization need not be integrated into syntactic configurations hitherto known to us from other languages, but rather the complement system of other languages should be interpreted through it. It is a fairly faithful and little-altered representation of the very deep structure of sentences. It underlies sentences with several complements also in those languages which allow several complements on one verb on the surface.

Amharic is somewhat closer to the serializing type than English. For one thing, it seems to prefer having only one complement per verb. During investigation, when I made up sentences where the verb has several possible complements on it, they were accepted with some reluctance. They were grammatical, but stylistically objectionable. For instance:

(91) sawiyyaw k-addis ababa wädä gondär hédä
    the-man from=Addis Ababa to(ward) Gondar went
'The man went from Gondar to Addis Ababa'

can be paraphrased by:

(92) sawiyyaw k-addis ababa wäťto wädä gondär hédä

with wäťto 'he-went-out-and'. But Amharic is not a serializing language. It only has a 'stylistic' preference for one-verb-one-noun constructions, and it uses case-markers even in sentences like (92) above where the semantic nature of wäťto would make the function of the attached noun clear.

In the underlying representation, on the other hand, each subverb (except the subjectal one) represents an element which can be rendered by a full verb in a serializing language.

6. Formal representation.

The following formal representation is incomplete and needs further elaboration. Nevertheless, it should illustrate the way the system suggested above operates.

There is a pre-lexical semantic deep structure where a sentence-to-be
is represented by a series of sub-verbs, some or all of them combined with nouns. The lexical verbs are selected by matching their sub-verbal composition with the content of the semantic deep structure. This might require some adjustment, such as picking two verbs to render all the semantic features, perhaps also dropping or adding a relatively insignificant feature, if the required combination of sub-verbs happens to have no exact counterpart in the lexicon.

In the following, I will illustrate the formalism of my brand of case-grammar using the verb darrāṣā. I am doing so because this verb can entirely be defined in terms of 'case' and 'effect' features, whereas most verbs contain added semantic features of a different nature. The sub-verbal configuration which underlies the lexical verb darrāṣā is as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
&[\text{participant}] \quad [\text{boundary}] \quad [\text{boundary}] \quad (N), \quad \left( [\text{medium}] \quad [\text{desc.eff.}] \quad N \right) \\
&\text{N, } \text{N, } \text{S} \\
&N, \quad N, \quad (N), \quad \left( [\text{medium}] \quad [\text{desc.eff.}] \quad N \right) \\
&\text{subject} \quad \text{pl. of arrival} \quad \text{pl. of dep.} \quad \text{instrument}
\end{align*}
\]

Parentheses indicate optionality. It is quite clear that a subject is indispensable for this verb. Knowledge of the place of arrival is also essential, but it may be represented by zero on the surface if the context makes it clear (e.g., where arrival refers to the scene of the events related). Thus, the place of arrival is always known, and if deleted, it is still recoverable. As to the place of departure, on the other hand, N is in parentheses, indicating that one may effectively use the verb arrive without specifying or even knowing the place of departure. Only N is in parentheses because it is implied that there exists a place of departure (if not, baqq ʿalā 'to appear', 'pop up' would be used). As to the instrumental, the entire group is in parentheses because arrive allows the presence of an instrument (a vehicle\(^{29}\)), but does not require

\(^{29}\)In other words, the instrumental is here an inorganic complement, cf. fns. 6 and 26. 'By foot' is not a real instrumental, but an explicit mark of lack of instrumental in verbs of motion.
it.

If the semantic deep structure happens to have one of the configurations falling into the pattern of (93), the verb *därös* is selected as a representative of all the subverbs. There are reasons to believe (I intend to expose them elsewhere) that *case* is not assigned to nouns at this stage. Rather, each sub-verbal construction is given an index number which shows the relation between sub-verb and noun even in discontinuity:

(94) därös

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\text{[participator]} \\
\text{[willful]} \\
\text{[redefined]}
\end{bmatrix}
\]

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\text{[boundary]} \\
\text{[desc. eff.]} \\
\end{bmatrix}
\]

\[
N_1, N_j, N_k, N_l.
\]

The sub-verbal features are first copied to the coreferential nouns. Thus, in addition to its lexical features, a lexically inserted noun will have the shape:

(95) Noun

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\text{[boundary]} \\
\text{[desc.eff.]} \\
\end{bmatrix}
\]

After nouns have been assigned case features, as a first step, nouns marked [participator] will be spelled out as subjects, i.e. nominatives which impose agreement on verbs. Next, for those nouns which have more than one case-features (like \(N_k\) in (94)), one of the features has to be deleted. This is necessary at this stage so that a source of acquisition, which is not marked by \(kS-\), could undergo (96), the rule which specifies that if there are two objects where one is owned by the other, the owner is marked by an 0 suffix (4.b.):
In Amharic a pronoun directly following a noun can only be a possessive.

The following redundancy rule will then stipulate that redefinition automatically entails straight effect:

(97) 
\[ \text{[redefined]} \rightarrow \text{[straight effect]} / \text{[+pronoun]} \]

The following rules generate obligatory resumptive pronouns under the conventions of markedness discussed in 4.b. They apply only when the element is [-pronoun]:

(98)
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{[-pronoun]} & \rightarrow \text{[+pronoun]} \\
\text{[impositive ascending effect]} & \rightarrow \text{[impositive ascending effect]} \\
\text{[gender]} & \rightarrow \text{[gender]} \\
\text{[βnumber]} & \rightarrow \text{[βnumber]} \\
\end{align*}
\]

(99)
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{[+pronoun]} & \rightarrow \text{[+pronoun]} \\
\text{[target descending effect]} & \rightarrow \text{[target descending effect]} \\
\text{[gender]} & \rightarrow \text{[gender]} \\
\text{[βnumber]} & \rightarrow \text{[βnumber]} \\
\end{align*}
\]

Next, the spelling rules given in Table 2 apply. Note that they contain very specific conditions. No effect feature can be spelled out if no [+pronoun] element is present. No case feature can be spelled out if no [-pronoun] is present. Both can be spelled out if both types of elements are present, in the case of resumptive pronouns (including those generated by (96), (98) and (99)). The manner by which the other resumptive pronouns are generated (cf. [Getatchew 1970]) will be the subject of a separate study.

There is a further pronoun-placement rule which puts all the
[+pronoun] elements right after the main verb:

(100)

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
X & [ + \text{pronoun} ] & Z & \text{verb} & W \\
1 & 2 & 3 & 4 & 5 \\
1 & \emptyset & 3 & 4+2 & 5 \\
\end{array}
\]

where W is an auxiliary or zero.

The above rules appear in the order below:

(101)

1. lexical verb selection ( (93) and (94) above)
2. subject spelled out
3. rule of two objects ( (96) above)
4. redefinition to straight effect (97)
5. pronoun-placement (100)
6. markedness rules (98), (99)
7. case and effect spelling rules (Table 2)
8. pronoun-placement (100)

Note that the pronoun-placement rule (100) appears twice in (101), as (5) and as (8). This is necessary for the phenomenon already mentioned in Section 2. Amharic allows only one pronoun-suffix per verb on the surface. Should there be two such pronouns, one of them is deleted. It is not always clear which one of them is doomed to be dropped. One finds, however, that whenever there is conflict between an 0 suffix representing an object (i.e. generated by (97) ) and any other suffix (including 0 generated by the rule in Table 2), the former yields to the latter. This can be explained by assuming that the first pronouns to be placed are the object ones (101(5) ). When later any other pronoun is transported to the postverbal position (101(8) ), (it can only stand after the verb and before an auxiliary or zero (according to (100) ), if it finds there an already placed object pronoun, the automatic deletion of the latter then takes place. (101(8) ) applies only once. If there are still other instances of [+pronoun] to be placed in the sentence, they will be converted into independent pronouns, if possible (cf. fn. 4). If not, they will be simply deleted.
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